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Abstract. A variational formulation for multi-dimensional initial- and/or boundary-
value problems for a system of quasilinear conservation equations with a rotationality
condition in a vector form with the aid of a vector Lagrange multiplier is given. The
duality between the physical and 'phase' (or hodograph) spaces emerges, and the La-
grange multiplier turns out to be the vector potential for the conserved field, and hence of
some interest in itself. Application is given to a family of transonic flows in the physical
and hodograph planes, and to a problem in nonlinear sound propagation.

1. Introduction. Variational formulations equivalent to boundary-value problems
for ordinary and elliptic partial differential equations have been of common use in particle
and continuum mechanics and other branches of physics. For non-elliptic equations (e.g.
diffusion and wave equations) the Dirichlet problem is improperly posed, and different
conditions on parts of the boundary only have to be prescribed. Variational formulations
for initial (rather than boundary) value problems have been proposed for linear parabolic
and hyperbolic equations [1-5].

The two-dimensional nonlinear case was worked out in [6] with the aid of a Lagrange
multiplier. It is extended here to three independent variables. The three-dimensional case
is presented in vector notation which brings out the geometric and physical meaning of the
various terms and the vector Lagrange multiplier, and is invariant under coordinate
transformations. For more than three independent space variables, the constraints and
Lagrange multipliers are skew-symmetric tensors.

The following analysis is applicable to fluid dynamics, plasma dynamics, nonlinear
elasticity and nonlinear optics. Since the field does not have to be irrotational it can
account for non-isentropic processes and shock waves. Applications are given to a number
of transonic aerodynamic problems of much current interest (and some controversy) both
in scientific research and technological developments, experimentation and design.

2. System of equations and variational formulation. Consider a solenoidal field A(u,
x):

V • A = 0 (1)

where u is the vector of dependent variables and x is the vector of independent variables,
with a rotationality condition on u:
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V X u = W (2)

and initial-boundary conditions:

ui\aul = gi{x) (3)

prescribed on appropriate parts <912, of the boundary dft of the region ft, where the
solution u is sought.

Eqs. (1), (2), (3) form a first-order quasilinear system of partial differential equations
with initial and/or boundary conditions, assumed well posed, for the solution vector u(x).
The mathematical structure and properties of solutions of the system (e.g. their degree of
smoothness) depend on the type of the differential operator in (1), i.e. on the explicit
functional form of /l(u, x) which determines whether the system is elliptic, parabolic,
hyperbolic or mixed. The way to prescribe the boundary conditions (3) for a given
operator (1), (2) depends on the type of the operator, which will, in turn, determine what
conditions ut - gt on which part of its boundary ft* are to be prescribed (e.g. Dirichlet or
Neuman data on the whole boundary Uj = gi, ft, = ft for an elliptic operator, Cauchy
data u, = f, , on a non-characteristic plane ftf C ft and the remaining ftm = ft — ft, without
prescribed conditions for a hyperbolic one.)

The operator (1) is a conservation law for the field A, Eq. (2) is a rotationality
condition on the solution vector w(x) and Eq. (3) are 'outside' constraints to be satisfied
whose form and extent are determined by the system modelled by Eqs. (1) and (2).

All functions are assumed smooth enough to make all expressions in Eqs. (1) and (2)
defined uniquely in the weak sense. This requires that u(x) be continuously twice differen-
tiable in all directions almost everywhere (i.e. C 2 a.e.) and that A(u, x) be once continu-
ously differentiable in all its arguments (u and x) almost everywhere (i.e., a.e.).

Theorem, a) The functional:

J = f [L(v, x) + 3i-(V X v - W)] cM + [ (1 X v)-ds (4)
■Mi ** dilm

defined for functions v satisfying initial and boundary conditions (3) on dft, , and ^ dftm
= 5ft, is stationary at the point

u = v,

where u satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2) which form its Euler-Lagrange equations. Here

A = VUL, i.e. A, = 8L/dut . (5)

b) The Lagrangian L exists if and only if

V(u) X A = 0 (6)
c) The vector Lagrange multiplier J,(x) is related to A by:

A = -V X 1 (7)

and 1 is held fixed or its increment is kept proportional to v on the free boundary dftm .

Proof. Calculating the variation of J, one gets:

5J = [ [<5L+ X- (V + <5v)+ 51 -(V X v - W)] dil + f {1 X 5v)- ds + [ (SI X v)-^s
•'Si J dilm J dilm
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= [ [V„L-5v+X-(V X 6v)+5X-(V X v - W)] dtt + [ (XX5\)-ds + f (SlXv)-iis.
Mm J dilm

Using the vector relation

V-(X X 5v) = -X-(V X <5v) + <5v-(V X X)

and Green's theorem

f V-(XX 5v) dil = f (X X 8v)ds
•M! J dil

one gets:

SJ = f [(VvL + V X 5w)-6v + (V X v — W)-5^.] dil — f (X X 5v)-ds
si J an

+ f (XX 5v)-ds + f (51 X v)-ds =
JJ /JO™

0.

Since all v's satisfy given conditions on dQ(:5v|aeom = 0 and since dttm = dtt — 8Ut, the
first two surface integrals cancel; the last surface integral vanishes when either X is fixed on
8ttm or when 5^ is parallel to v. Hence, writing u for v by the fundamental lemma of the
calculus of variations, we obtain

VaL + V X X = 0
and

V-(VUL) = 0

or:

A = VUL. (5)

In addition,

- V X u - W = 0;

i.e. Eqs. (1) and (2) are recovered as the Euler-Lagrange equations of the functional. Since
A is a gradient in u space it is irrotational there, i.e.:

V(u) X A = 0. (6)
and the vector Lagrange multiplier X is the vector potential of the field A:

A = -V X X. (7)

Eq. (2) for X inside the domain il and the boundary condition required for the
vanishing of the surface integral on the "free" boundary are compatible. The surface term
is a "penalty" term which adjusts the assumed Lagrange multiplier }.(v, x) for a trial field v
to the vector potential of A for the solution field u(x) at the free boundary where u (hence
v) is not prescribed.

The domain £2 with its boundary SU = 8Ut + 8ilm is assumed regular and smooth
enough for Green and Gauss volume-to-surface integrals to hold. The trial functions v are
smooth enough to make all terms in the integrand defined almost everywhere (which, in
general, will require v £ C'(x) a.e. and the integral J(\) definite and finite).
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3. Remarks on some features of the system. The solenoidal field A (Eq. (1)) has to
be irrotational in u-space (Eq. (6)) for existence of a variational formulation of the
postulated type. Mathematically, this insures the formal symmetry of the Gateaux deriva-
tive [7] of the operator (1), which, in turn, is the condition for the existence of a
Lagrangian, and stationarity of the functional J. The Lagrangian L is the potential in u
space of the vector field A(u, x).

The vector Lagrange multiplier 1 (Eq. (7)) in the present analysis turns out as the
vector potential of the solenoidal field A, or the stream function for the two-dimensional
case [6], and hence is of interest in itself.

Finally, in view of Eqs. (5) and (7) relating the vector field A to a scalar and vector
potentials in u-space, the variational formulation is not unique; an arbitrary f(x) and
*-gradient can be added to L and X respectively, i.e.:

L' = L + /(x), (8)

1' = 1 + Vg (u, x), (9)

thus giving a set of equivalent variational principles for a given problem (gauge in-
variance) presumably with a unique solution.

The variational formulation above is invariant under coordinate transformations. One
of the x-components can be time, and the boundary term in the expression for J (Eq. (4))
can account for appropriate initial conditions for time-dependent problems (e.g. the
nonlinear wave equation [6]). Since the vector-field u need not be irrotational (Eq. (2)),
nonisentropic flow discontinuities of the shock-wave type are admissible in the solutions.
The variational formulation provides a convenient basis for approximations, e.g. by the
Rayleigh-Ritz method or in finite-element spaces.

4. Application to steady and unsteady transonics. The equation

(a + by + c<t>x) <f>xx + tpyy + a(j>Z2 = 0, (II)

where {a, b, c, a) are given constants, describes a variety of small-perturbation transonic
flows. It is nonlinear, of a mixed hyperbolic-elliptic type, and the appropriate initial
and/or boundary conditions depend on its type, which, in turn, depends on the signs of
the coefficients of its highest derivatives.

Writing (11) as a first-order system one gets:

u = (u, v, w) = (<(>x , 4>y , <f>z)\ V X u = 0

(a + by + cu) ux + vy + awz = 0 (1 la)

or in a conservation form:

(au + byu + cu2/2)x + vy + aw2 = 0. (11 b)

Hence

A [A i , A 2, A 3] —
c

au + byu + - u2, v, aw

and since each A, depends only on the corresponding component u, ,

Vu X A = 0

and the Langrangian of the system is:
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u2 u2 c u3L = a~+ by J + | y + K^2 + aw2)

which can be either positive, negative, or indefinite; e.g., L > 0 for u > 0, a > 0 for which
(11) is elliptic, while for u ^ 0, L is indefinite. The variational formulation of the system is:

J(u,l)= fff [ay + by j + j + h(v2 + aw2) + 1-V X u dx dy dz
!)(* ,y,z)

+ [[ JkXU'ds

where
^ = (Xi , X2, X3); u = (u, v, w),

V X u = [(wy - vz), (uz - wx), (vx - My)],

X- V X U = X, (Wy - VZ) + X2(«Z _ Wx) + X3(vx - Uy),

1 X u = [(X2w - X3v), (X3w - XiW), (XjU - X2w)], 5J(u, IX) = 0.

Case a. Nonlinear acoustic behavior at a caustic [8]. Setting a = c = 0, b = a = lwe
get a three-dimensional version of Tricomi's equation, widely investigated in the context
of the hodograph representation of two-dimensional transonic flows. With c = e a small
nonlinear perturbation thereof is obtained. Its two-dimensional version (i.e., a - 0) has
been extensively investigated, both analytically and numerically, by Seebass (e.g., [8]). The
equation:

—{y + ecj)x) 4>xx + <f>yy + 4>zz = 0

is hyperbolic for y -I- e<px > 0 and elliptic for y + t(f)x < 0. In analogy to the linear two-
dimensional case, we seek a solution in a domain (x, y, z) bounded by 80. = Si in the
elliptic part and S2 in the hyperbolic one. Consider a mixed domain intersecting thej = 0
axis along the rectangle AA'BB', where xA < x < xB , 0 < z < 1. For this case Si is an
arbitrary, sufficiently smooth, surface in the lower (y < 0) half space and S2 is bounded by
the characteristic "roof' ACBB'C'A'A (Fig. 1) and the "vertical" parts (z = 0)ACB, (z =
1 )A'C'B'.

KC- X-§Y/2-<?
6c: xv f y3/2 "O

Fig. 1.
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The first-order system is:

—(y + tu) ux + vy + wz = 0; V X u = 0

with no boundary conditions prescribed on the characteristic surface BCC'B' = d£lm ;
hence we obtain the variational formulation

J(u, X) JJJ + e u \ + j^2 + ^ + ̂ . y ->< u dx dy dz + f X X u- ds
wx.y.z) L \ 2 3/ J J a!!m

where ds = dz{dy, -dx(y), 0) with (x, y) along and
r rzB' rye
/ XXu-ds= / [~(X2 w - X3 v) dy + (X3 u - Xt w) dx(y)] dz
dilm ^0 ^0

/zB> r.vc/ [X3 (u dx + v dy) — w (X; dx + X2 dy)] dz
^ 0

Caie b. Three-dimensional flow about a body [9]. Setting b = 0, a = 1, we get the
standard small-perturbation three-dimensional transonic equation of, say, uniform flow
around a slender body.

(a + C4>X)4>XX + ((>yy + (frzz = 0.

Let the region considered be

(M, H. M ) ̂  (l*U.vl> U1)
where x, y, z may be infinite, with a "hole" (or slit), Y = Y(x, z); (x, z) £ A: y = 0,
describing the body. Boundary conditions are given for the far-field (x, y, z) (e.g. vanishing
potential and its derivatives, or appropriate asymptotic solution) and partial boundary
conditions on the body, e.g.:

V[X- Y(x, z)] (1 + V0) = 0

or

a(f)x + b<t> y + cif> 2 + d = 0.

The first-order system for this case is

(a + cu) ux + vy + wz = 0; V X u = 0,

and the variational formulation is

J =[ [ f au + t T" + k(v2 + w2) + 1- V X u dx dy dz + f
J--zJ-yJ-x L 15 -I J»am

where

8ilm = Y(x, y = 0), ds = (0, dx dz, 0),

[ = f f _ X'>V)dx dz.
y = 0
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